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Temporary Construction Fencing
Take a look at any construction site, and you’ll probably be looking through or
over one of the most important, yet under-rated products in the construction
industry: Temporary fencing.
Ontario’s Occupational Health and Safety Act requires “if work on a project may
endanger a person using a public way, a sturdy fence at least 1.8 meters in height
shall be constructed between the public way and the project.” (O. Reg. 213/91, s. 65)
TYPES OF FENCING
Chain link fencing
Interwoven metal wire creating a “diamond” pattern. The mesh is secured to
the frame using steel co
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OPTIONS
Welded wire panels
Criss-cross metal wire creating a “rectangular” pattern. The mesh is welded at
every intersection, and directly to the frame.
Both styles of fencing offer a sturdy and effective barrier for construction
projects
Custom colors: Powder-coating is abrasive-resistant and offers vibrant colour
and excellent gloss retention. Powder-coating is available in almost any colour, and
is available in matte, glossy and metallic options. Pantheon colour-matching is also
available.
High visibility: Fencing can be powder-coated in bright colour such as bright
yellow or fire engine red to provide greater visibility than traditional fence. High
visibility panels can add an attractive element to a work site, and help reduce the
likelihood of damage by large equipment operators.
Ground supports: Temporary panels are typically supported by steel ground
stands, which can be bolted to the ground if necessary. Fencing can be further
stabilized with t-posts.
Privacy screening:
For added
site privacy,
screening can
be applied
to the
fence. Fence
screening is typically made of opaque polyethylene knit, and is secured to the
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fence with cable ties or wire. It is available in a variety of colour.
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Low maintenance: Galvanized steel fencing will not rust, rot or burn. Panels
are suitable for hanging company signage, but are entirely unsuitable to vandals as a
surface for graffiti and/or unauthorized pottering.
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Functionality: Steel mesh fencing is less susceptible to wind hazards than steel
and plywood
hoarding. The
wind flows
through the
fence, rather
than creating
a topple-hazard.
The
construction site also remains visible through the fence, which is a real
deterrent to thieves. Welded wire fencing offers additional stability, since the often
narrow wire spacing makes it virtually impossible to climb.
Appearance:
Unlike plywood hoarding and snow fencing which quickly
becomes shabby and worn, steel mesh fencing is easily cleaned and repaired. Steel
mesh fence can be powder-coated to virtually any colour, allowing the builder to
complement a company’s brand, create added visibility, or even blend in with the
surroundings. Screening can be purchased to provide dust protection and add extra
privacy to a site. (Keep in mind, screening may cause a toppling-hazard in high
winds, so screened fence should be well-secured to the ground.)
Flexibility and ease of assembly: Temporary steel mesh fence panels are
commonly available in 10 and 12 foot lengths. They offer sturdy site protection, but
because the panels are not affixed to the ground with concrete and posts, they can
be moved and reconfigured as required through the course of a project. Steel mesh
fence panels are easy to install, and are usually mounted on a steel foot, and secured
with metal clamps or top clips. And, unlike continuous mesh fencing, if one panel is
damaged, you need only replace the panel, rather than a long length of fence.
Environmental considerations: Unlike plywood hoarding and snow fencing
which is unusable if damaged, steel mesh fencing can be repaired. Good quality
steel mesh fencing is re-usable for many years, and can be recycled at the end of its
life. http://www.wiremeshfence.com/supplier-185851-canada-temporary-fence

